Tracks: ‘Black Leather Boots At Night’
‘Love’s A Mystery’

Mysture Electronic Music: Cinematic Synthesizer
Music by independent artist Howard Lee Helm.
Ethereal electronic music, lush melodic
synthesizers, analog synth bass, future-retro
beats, sophisticated sequencing, spacious
samples, an arpeggiator on axis, slow-motion
filters, oscillators and modulation.

Haunted by Electro, Dark Wave, Minimal, New Age,
Neo Classical, Ambient and Trance...a movie
soundtrack. Hinting at artists: Enigma, Depeche
Mode, Kraftwerk, Gary Numan, Schiller, Jonn Serrie,
VNV Nation, Clan of Xymox, Tangerine Dream, Jean
Michel Jarre.
My synthwave project goes under the name of V.A7. I started creating synthwave music about 2 years ago. I first got turned onto this type of music because of a company I was waiting music for. They needed some music similar to the opening music of "Stranger Things". In the end, I didn’t win the bid for the project, but I was intrigued in this type of retro-futuristic synth based music. When I dug deeper, I learned there was a whole genre based on this type of music called synthwave. Over the next few months, I got more and more obsessed with effectively emulating this type of mood and feel. I feel in love with many synthwave artists. First, I was into Carpenter Brut, but over time I started to enjoy the mellow stuff more. Particularly when I heard Lazerhawk’s album Dreamrider. I really wanted to go in that direction.

Traditionally, I have always been a huge progressive rock fan, particularly bands like Genesis and the lesser known but equally great IQ. I imagined fusing the mood and feel of synthwave, with slightly more complicated arrangements found in progressive rock, and that pretty much sums up where I am today.

My two favourite genres are synthwave and neo-progressive rock, so I try to mix both influences when possible. Hoping to perform these songs live someday either as a DJ, or live band. Not sure yet. I am hoping to meet local synthwave musicians to work out possibilities to put together a live band. My main instrument is guitar, so working with another DJ or keyboardist would be interesting.
A seven track ambient album from K.Markov showcasing a selection from three of his existing albums - Organic, After the storm and Species, which you can find on his bandcamp page.

Following on from his first release on Kahvi under the name Phrulex (which was a single several years ago), and part one of the excerpts, K.Markov gives more of the detailed, progressive ambient work that appeared in part one.

Gently floating atmospheres, mixed with sweeping arpeggios and melodic interludes to keep you listening closely.

ORGANIC - AFTER THE STORM - SPECIES
“Blue Sky Events” is music to cheer up by Akikaze and in parts with Lambert Ringlage. The album was formerly released by the artist himself at his label “Criminal Records”, but was out of stock. Now it is back at SynGate Records.
Zero gravity is a soft sequence based electronic album. Each track follows on from the other, similar drums, beat and sequence, very atmospheric, chill out and melodic. You can choose to listen in 2 ways, either enjoy the 2 main parts by themselves or listen to each track individually.
Jarguna

Jarguna, the latest album by Marco Billi, and Pareidolivia is his 27th album. While retaining the ethno-garage tendencies that it is known for, this release has the added pleasure of sequencer-electronics (as tracks such as “Return to the Paganism”), or space-musicscapes with long drones and melodic lead-like synthesizer (as tracks such as “One More Level”). A truly gifted and spirited journey, Jarguna released his first album in 1988 and for 20 years has explored his environment bringing new inspiration from his travels in Africa, Asia and Central America to his ethno, tribal, ritualistic journey of sound.

Pareidolivia or Pareidoliotic illusion (from the Greek ἰδιόλογον, “image”, with the prefix παρά, “near”) is the subconscious illusion that leads to perceiving known forms, objects or profiles with random forms. “With this idea of illusion in mind,” Jarguna reflects, “I explored new soundpaths, including the meanders of the psyche where these ideas are born; reality is always easier than what our mnemonic filter builds.”

Almost all the album is dedicated to mythological entities, from fairies and trolls to sacred and pagan icons we find in inanimate objects - a trip into the illusion of our conditioning.
The multi-instrumentalist Peter Frohmader is the founder and leader of Metropolis (heavy primitive & dark electronic rock group launched in the late 70's).

Three major albums have been published under the name (Metropolis, Metropolis 2 & "Les euls des goélands" in 1989). In the vein of Krautrock dark experimentalism (with tape manipulations and doom bass sequences), musical ideas from the Aristocratic Metropolis were released under the same name (1970-79). Metropolis and Peter Frohmader solo projects are considered as leading experiences in the appreciation of complex, modern electronic music synthesis, electronic textures and physical music for the new visual culture. Improvisations are linked to Heliod, Richard Pinhas, Magnus. Frohmader was first deeply influenced by the "cosmic electronic wave of 70's Berlin underground (Raut Schule and Astra Tempel at the top).

Found of paintings and drawings, his music also reproduces his mental subconsciace pictures and obsessions. He created his own laboratory "Metropolis studio" in Munich.

His first two extended electronic improvisations were "Graded Diele" (1985) and "Rituell" (1987). Published in 1990, "Macrocosm" and "Millenium's Choice Vol. 1" is considered as a little classic with its deep ambient and almost gothic synth ambiances. He is accompanied by Stephan Manu (on violin) who is also a guest musician in "Rituell" and "Graded Diele". Released around the same period "Fractal" features with Sci-Fi mood and eerie atmosphere. "Cycle of Eternity" (1992) is a contemplative spiritual journey through electronic realms. Frohmader collaborated with Richard Pinhas (Helden) in the massive and hypnotic "Pseudo Culture" (1999). In his last works Frohmader experiments accessible and haunting ambient soundscapes closed to Brian Eno and late Cluster.

3rd Millennium's Choice - Vol. 2
Peter Frohmader

Incl. Alaska Music
The new solo record from Adamennon expands the paths of his previous XXXX, bringing the ideas and influences of Goblin, Frizzi and Rizzati to a whole new level. Le Nove Ombre del Caos is a (never shot) horror movie which Adamennon wrote the soundtrack to. The atmosphere is drenched in insanity, terror and a malevolent black well of craziness.

The music is heavy, a doom for the doomed, and it gives new lymph to one of the musical genres who made Italian composers famous around the world. Think of an overpowered version of Goblin, with drums triggered and rearranged in the most aggressive manner, screams that come from the deepest womb and ancient spells.

The album is released on CD in a gatefold cover including a poster of the original movie release.
original soundtrack composed & performed by
GAVINO MORRETTI

Synopsis:

A Satanic force is awakened in an isolated Andalusian monastery, creating confusion and terror among a community of monks. Facing upreling psychological torture and violent death, the monks call upon a team of parapsychologists for help. Can the combined power of Science and Faith stop the evil which threatens to destroy humanity?

THE SATAN COMPLEX

A JON MICHAEL NELSON film An ASPIRE FILM Production "THE SATAN COMPLEX" Starring KEITH ELLIS, LEONARD WATERHOUSE, E.J. HENLEY, BERICK LISOWSKI, ANTHONY CARR Written & Directed by JON MICHAEL NELSON Editor DAVID TIMPSON Director of Photography WALTER VARNER Visual Effects by ALESSANDRO GIORDANO Music Composed by GAVINO MORRETTI Co-Producer: PETER MOORE Produced by JON MICHAEL NELSON & CHARLOTTE HALKINE.
LIFE - UNFOLDING

Life - Unfolding is a very ambient project about the unfolding of life potentials, spreading as time goes by and energy flows. With intensive use of synths, the jazz elements of this music are to be found in the harmonics and chords used, and the way guitar improvisations are played. May this music be of help to calm you down, relax and perhaps dream.

OUT OF THE CITY

Out of the City is a musical journey beyond stress, exhaustion and solitude in search of serenity and fullness. The ambient music of this album depicts these shifts to another world, a new life and deeper feelings through six tracks building an imaginary journey out of the City.

Yves Potin - Jazzcomputer.org’s music is made of various soundscapes, at the boundaries of Jazz, Pop and Ambient music. Lush pads, guitar improvisations, oriental percussions, hypnotic drones, jazz harmonies and improvisations, ambient grooves, Koto, Water Drums, cosmic ambiances, soothing atmospheres. Available on Bandcamp and on the major commercial platforms, the music can be discovered on the web since 2006. Many radios have aired this music: Hearts of Space, Galactic Travels, Stillstream, Brodcasting, Aural Moon, Sequences magazine, Synapsete, Eldorado.de, Eldorado Radio... and various albums have been reviewed on publications and web sites such as Progression Magazine, Brogarchives, Sea of Tranquility...

LIGHT OF LOST SUMMERS

Ambient Jazz Fusion music with large incursions into Progressive Rock and Berlin school sequencing, this truly first album take the listener into large soundscapes and floating atmospheres. Four very different tracks offer jazz improvisations with many instruments from various parts of the world for a journey of fantasy and dreams. Good healing!

Yves Potin
Jazzcomputer.org

Yves Potin
Jazzcomputer.org
Nitish Kulkarni is one of the most promising and versatile musicians in the world of contemporary Indian music today. As early as four years old, Nitish was already learning to play the tabla and began learning formal vocal tanpura. Over the years, he has also picked up the darbari, harmonium, piano, and various other world percussion instruments, and this has become a skill of which he is not a performing artist. Nitish believes that there is a need for a platform to directly introduce world music features, a unique blend of instruments from all around the world in a modern context. Ever since Nitish saw potential at an early age, Nitish has been working since then. Since 2010, his album "Swaara" produced by award-winning composer John Nathan, has been released and enjoyed by critics and audiences alike. Nitish has performed at the prestigious Jacob School of Music Concert Orchestra. A track produced in collaboration with Enrique Ponce was premiered at the Berklee School of Music International Campus in Valencia, Spain in 2016.
Welcome into the world of Kamarius Music. Enjoy the Ambient, Electronic, New Age, World-Fusion, Meditative, Spiritual, Cinematic, Relaxing, Soundtrack, Experimental sounds. I am a Romanian artist, musician and also in touch with other forms of art like visual arts, photography, theater, poetry, dance and even martial arts. My music is an expression of the inner life in balance with the external world, all seen as one existence. The creativity is flowing as a natural deep meditation and pure love. Please visit my website for my newest albums and projects. You are welcome to subscribe to my mailing list to keep up with my latest works. Free Downloads and surprises for the site members.

This album is a mystical invitation. Containing ten tracks, including the bonus track 'Transcender', it's more than one hour and a half of pure bliss and nectar. Different and spicy sounds blended in an eclectic atmosphere to take you on a journey to the core of being. Powerful and gentle at the same time, transcendent and full of life. Sit back, relax and enjoy!
ALBERT PULSTAR

IMMINENT
THE EXPEDITION

ALBERTO LOPEZ MORAN A.K.A. ALBERT
PULSTAR COMES FROM THE ANDALUCIA REGION,
SPAIN, COMPOSING EPIC FILM MUSIC
Hiraeth is the second ambient album I have recorded under The Long Light name, though to be honest it is very almost a Glimmer Room album. This one moves a bit faster and has a few more layers than its predecessor Our Waking Hours, but still has enough space and the slow pace to still be considered a true ambient work.

Hiraeth is an old Welsh saying that has no direct translation into English, but basically means ‘a longing for a home you can never return to, a home which may never have existed at all’. I only became aware of this saying halfway through the recording but for me at least it conjured up the same atmosphere I was hearing in the music, it felt right and was adopted as the works title.

This release is especially poignant for me as at this time in my life I am facing a very similar situation, a very long story. So I sincerely hope this recording finds a resonance with the listener.

The Long Light
Hiraeth